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INITIAL EXPERIENCE IN ION PRODUCTION USING AN ULTRA-HIGH POWER DENSITY METHOD
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Abstract

A mechanism to adjust the cross-section of
the arc column of a cold cathode P.I.G. ion source
has been developed. The cross-section of the plasma
column, and therefore the electron flux density can
be adjusted over a wide range with a fixed ion
source power. We have achieved in producing an arc
column with power density up to about 370 klV/cnr
and about 140 kW/cm . With this ultra-high power
density, a great improvement on ion production lias
been obtained. The peak beam currents of the
doubly cnargedlie-3 and He-4 have been increased,
from 150 uA to 750 uA and from 50 uA to 400 jiA
respectively, using our compact cyclotron. **

Introduction

Ion-hcatcd cold cathode P.I.G. ion sources
with side extraction for tlie production of heavy
ions have been investigated by many authors(1-16).
Comprehensive tabulations listing the performance
figures and references for a large number of P.I.G.
sources have been given in the review articles by
Bennett(17-19) and Osher(2O). Most of the reported
data were resulted from test facilities and
expressed in terms of current intensity and of the
percentage of each charge state for a,given
particle. The characteristics of tlicse sources were
described in terms of design features and the inter-

dependence of their operating parameters, such as
arc voltage, arc current, arc power, gas flow, tank
pressure, cathode and anode geometry, cathode
materials and lifetime, extracting voltage, magnet
field effect and so on.

In this paper we report some initial experi-
ence with a PIG source^in which the cross section
of the plasma column is adjustable. The study was
done using our CS-15 compact cyclotron by measuring
internal beam currents at extraction radius and
extracted beam currents on external target. While
the arc voltage and current, therefore arc power,
are maintained constant, arc power density or elec-
tron flux density can be regarded as a new para-
meter. Ion production is found not only dependent
on arc power input but aiso strongly on power den-
sity used. Of course adjusting arc power already
implies that power density is increased or decreased.
We wish to point out that after the maximum arc
power is reached, it is still possible to increase
the power density by tighting up the cross section
of arc column.

Method and Operation

The geometric arrangement of the ion source
anode between the puller and the shield is illus-
trated in Fig. 1. The anode bore is 6.3 mm and is



aligned with a hole of the same size at the bottom
housing of the cathode. The hole in the upper
cathode housong is only 3.0 mm in diameter. The
cathodes are made of tantalum; 3 ram thick by S mm
wide. The cathode stem is 1.2 mm by 3 mm, a cross
section giving a balanced heat conduction rate and
cathode temperature for Ile-3 ion production.

Fig. 1. The structure-of the ion source head,
axial rotation is about 5.5 degrees.

The ion source is adjustable in four indepen-
dent coordinates, namely, the horizontal ( puller
anode gap ) , the radial ( ion entrance angle to
puller slit ) , the vertical ( alignment of extrac-
tion slit with median plane ) and finally the axial
rotation control. The axial angle control rotates
the ion source head so that the opposite edges of

the upper and lower anode openings are used to
limit the size of the arc column. In Fig. 1, the
rotation is about 5.5 degrees and the cross section
is about 0.27 mrn̂ . Unfortunately this rotation
causes the arc column to retreat away from the
extraction slit in either direction of rotation.
The slit surface also becomes oblique with respect
to the puller. So the axial rotation actually
produces the combined effect of increased arc power
density and some undesirable conditions. To remedy
this difficulty, the anode was bored with an angle
of approximately 6 degrees from both ends as shown
in Fjg. 2. Here the ion plasma column is close to
the extraction slit at any operating angle. The
improvement in beam currents over that from Fig. 1
will be shown in Fig. 6.

The computed arc column cross-section area
and the relative power density at a given angle, as
used in our setup, is plotted in Fig. 3. If the
arc power at high thermionic mode is about 1 kW and
is maintained constant for all angles, one obtains
the following table:

Axial
Angle

0°

1°
2°
3°

4°
5°

5.5°

Arc Column
C-S (mm2)

C.5

5.0

3.8

2.5

1.4

0.5

0.27

Power
kK/cm2

15.5

20.1

29.4

40.5

57.4

155.0

372.0

Density
kW/cm3

6.0

7.8

11.4

15.6

22.2

78.0

144.0
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Fig. 2. Cross section of the anode confi-
guration with 6 deg. tapered bore.
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Fig. 3. The arc column cross-section area
and relative power density as a
function of axial angle.

Typically the ion source is operated in three
arc power stages:

Mode
Penning
Low Thermionic
High Thermionic

Arc Voltage
200-2500 V
600-1000 V
200- 300 V

Arc Current
0.001-100 mA

300-500 mA
3.5-5.0 A

The thermionic modes can only be struck at
certain axial angle where the projection area on
cathode, available for emission of electrons duo
to bombardment of positive ions, is large enough.
Once the arc is started, the source head can be
rotated to obtain desired arc conditions. For the

Penning node, the arc current shows a step function
type of dependence on the axial .ingle. The angular
position at which the arc extinguishes is, in turn,
dependent on the gas flow and arc voltage used.
Increasing gas flow and arc voltage will allow the
arc to survive at larger angle,i.e., smaller arc
colui;:n cross section.

The typical pattern of erosion by spluttering
is indicated in Fig. 1 where the axial angle is
about S.."> degrees. A pair of cathodes can be used
twice by exchanging the upper with the lower
cathode. Total lifetime is about 100 hours.



Results

Axial angle and arc power dependence

Fig. 4 and S summarise the relative internal
beam currents of four types of particles plotted
against the angle of axial rotation of the ion
source. The beam currents were measured at the
extraction radius of the cyclotron. The dependence
on axial angle at three typical arc power stages is
shown for each particle, liach curve was obtained
at a fixed rf dee voltage. The relative scale is
used only to compare the beam current at a given
arc power mode.
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Fig. I. Relative %e** and ''lie beam
current as a function of axial ancle,
relative scale applies to individual
curve only.
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Fig. 5. Relative protons and ilcutorons beam
current as a function of axial rota-
tion, relative scale applies to indi-
vidual curve only.

As mentioned in the last section that the
effect of axial rotation represented the conbinct)
effects of the change of arc power density and the
change of electro-geometric conditions; the
behavior of bean current docs not correspond
directly to the behavior of ion production. Itiicn
the rotation is counter clockwise, bcasn current
always falls off for all cases. While there is
little change in power density because the bottom
hole is bif.jjer and offset, the effect seemed to be
due to the fact that the arc column moves away from
the extraction slit.



When the I'ciming cede is used, beam
peak around icro degree for all four particles. On
the clockwise side, the bea» current would suddenly
drop to :ero as indicated by a downward arrow where
the arc extinguishes. More gas flow and higher arc
potential can extend the arc existance at larger
angle but the beam currents decrease ssotiOtOKicilIy,
as shown by the data points linked by a solid I use.
This decrease of beass current eay be related to ;:K>
energy distribution of the emtied electrons as s
given set of arc voltage and '-urrcnt and to th«
strength of eagnctic field. As the crass section
decreases, electrons with higher energy would Hot
be confined in the arc column to oscillate between
upper and lower c&ehodes thus lose their contribu-
tion in the ion protection process. Another rcr**®ft
is the retractation of arc column fron extraction
slit. The Penning raodc beass current is continuously
adjustable at a given fixed dee voltage by adjen;ir.it
arc voltage, gas flow and axial angle. The range
of beans current depends strongly an the type of
particle. For protons and deuterons, fro* a few
picoaapcres tc a few hundred riicro;st:|»ere? oss H'
obtained. Tor hlu** and "'lie **, the peal, is ju*:
a few nsicroa^pcres.

When the low thermionic arc is u£?d, the !«v*.-..-:
current continue!* to increase as the ios m%:rc? is
rotated clockwise. IJur!hcr rotation uould twrn ;!;v
arc into i'caning isode or zero arc current stage.
Again, increasing gas flo« will a How the arc io
exist at a larger axial angle but the !ftasisr.:n cutoff
angle is about 5 degrees. The iaprovesent o:' bvnx,
current using low thenaionic arc was saalJ, only

-U so M percent over the nore.il output at tiro
degree, proltahty becaunv tin- toss due to the
sol I l,r..;t>* of imi colusn frors the exmtctioit slit is
larj;r :tf- evidenced »» the He beaas. On the other
hand, the </ariat:on of War, current level per ur.it
change of axial angle is quite large. For a no»-
rofattonal source, a small nisati^n&cnt of the anode
would give rise to an apprecisHe ftuctuation in
beats current output between Hervseings of *:*e ian
source. The rotational taethnJ j& ahie to compensate
thin error.

For the high iherssionic swdc operation with
arc jwiwer at I l.fe, quiie a dif:Vrv»i ciusr.se"er jst ie
is seen. Uvi'<c she bvam curre»t^ of protun^ atis!
detKcrofts pe::J. .'irfttKni -5 degn'ts,, very r.'ttui !;»»• to
thonc of Ik-*" beasts at low ther?.-.ionic stage, i:
sects* that ton pruductiott at these conditions has
reached saturation and the retreat of acr colutrji
fross extraction slit decreases she effectiv<*ne*s
of ion extraction as axial angle is rotated fi.rther.
For ^SsV- ;ttid "JJJe*-, the- bear.; currents increase
ROvlvratwly f^os 0 Jenree f <« I.V. ?.,-:s-% ) to :> '.K-j-.rees
f !>.«, IVC'CK^ I, In:: w r y r:sp:«Uy :'r«n S dvf.recs to
li.S decree:: ( S-J-5 \.SfKU* ) . A r".ss:trS,;»!>lv ir.jir">ve-
Rc»t of Sjvaa current over 300'. ir, obtained, "the
increase OS* i m production cu'al !*e even Itijjher
?>e«-,!urte the retractat iots of ion COIURJJ rust be
!;(}.»•« into a

To look ,'tl "»:;is effect, :t« -tSJOilc conf:};•.::•:.t :on
as •'.:•.»*•»(! sit lrig. » "«,!?. uied. i:;'. 6 i! lu«-t.ratvs
tin- pt-rforn.-irtce of the -.i "eV \'k'- intern:*! b< .;r>
as .•« C'urjctioJ! of i'f doe vo!t;i!>- *»j:h 3 di I ftn-nt.
:src rofidi t i^sj^ :



Fig. 6 1̂10*2 beam currents as a function
rf dec voltage.
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Curve 'C is the r;;s>;:-:srs c«:t;ni; when :son-
ralat iu:*..5l unit was used in thv p.s;»t. Curve Ml'
is thy routinely av,ii!:;Me IH.M;.'? current is* ing
configuration of !•"ig:. I. As ;» conpnrison, curve 'A'
represent;} the bean Qti;;u:c achiovcJ v.hc:; configvi-
ivition of Fig. » is tii:!i^c<2. At is KV (rf},JH-.nn
output at cotuf'ition A tripivs that at vOiuiiiio;: B
:JIU; sS;:.v.;:v ;i!i orJvr of r.;t£nJtu»5c incrojsc over that
at condtlion C. At .!«? kv, she irprownt-nt fron C
to A i:; about *>00*. This is becnusc the rf power
trunsftittcd to hvan pot-.or is ;».Iready up to its
licit. Also the cxir;ictvd He io»;b uhich arc outside
of the rf phase '.vjilih wots Id lo.id the central region
down r i s v a prob!c:r. of overheat i

Cas flow and pov-er density interdependence

Ke have observed sor.c differences in gas flow
dependence characteristics betueen different gases
when high arc powvr and high arc pot.vr density is
u:;eil, There is a very sligltt improvenent for
protons ami dectcrons. For doubly charged -'Ifo and
•'lie, however, ihe inwrovewent. is significant. This
is shown in Fig. 7 fVr Jlle case. At a gas flow of
about 5 c.c./tsiin. , the beam current does not show
misc'i increase before 3 degrees, then gains about
200* from -> to 5 degrees. At a gas flow of 2 cc/min
ihe rate of beam current increase due to power
density change is much stronger. The total improve-
ment is up to (>O0"i.
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Fig. 7. Relative beam current output as a
function of gas flow and arc power
density. Data were obtained with
high thermionic mode: 200 V, 5 A.

Another way to look at this dependence is to
examine the ion output vs. gas flow at a given arc
power density. Fig. 7 shows that at low power
density of 6 kK/ciir*, the gas flow is not an impor-
tant parameter. However, at high power density of
144 klV/cm^, the beam current is a rapid function of
the ('.as flow used. Fur the yield of highly charged
heavy ions, similar results have been pointed out
by Bennett (IS), data of PasyuK), Mallory(G), Kohno
(15) and Miyazawa(14).

Discussion

The results we obtained here showed that
higher ion production can be achieved by increasing
the arc power density without adding more total arc
power provided that the ion source is operated at
certain power level. For the four types of parti-
cles which can be accelerated with our compact
cyclotron, the improvement is only slight for
protons,about 150'. for dcuterons, but 400*. for 3lic+*
and h00 % for •'lie**. The axial rotation method we
used is very much structure dependent. By using the
three power stages of the ion source controls and
the rotational technique, the bean currents can be
continucously adjusted over a wide range at a fixed
des.; voltage. Thus one obtains both the advantage
of high current output of a I*. I.(I. source and the
controllability of small output of a filament
source. In addition, the problem of critical align-
ment of ion source is resolved.

The reason as to why our high current arc
( 5A ) can exist in an extremely small ion column
is that at low emission potential ( 200 V ) and
strong magnetic field ( 1<> kC ), the diameter of
the helical path of the oscillating electrons will
he very small, about 0.5 mm. These helical
electron paths are initially evenly distributed
over the cross section of the anode chamber. As
the ion colur.n is tighten up by mechanical means,
the electrons emitted a', that instant crowd into
each other forming a colrmn of electrons with very
closely overlapped helical paths. Microscopic
examination on a lightly burned cathode indicated
that there was a small hill at the center of the
burn mark and the erosion was a ring with outside
diameter of just about 0.5 mm.



The fact that ion yield probability increases
as arc power is increased has been a co:x::on obser-
vation. However, arc power density iias not been
selected as a distinctive ion source parameter.
Evidence of this report shows that ion yield can
be increased with higher power density even if the
total arc power is reduced. Whether this scheme
would help improve the ratio of high charged to
low charged states is of interest and is yet to be
explored.
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